
FORTRESS 

AN ALL CAMP GAME FROM THE SUMMER CAMP SOCIETY 

THE STORY 
The King of York must decide between his 3 sons who shall be the next King. Years ago, the King divided 
his land into 3 townships. The King has proclaimed that whichever township can collect the most gold 
will have their prince named King, and that township shall receive great rewards. The citizens must col-
lect gold, but BEWARE, the citizens from other kingdoms can try to steal your gold! 

HOW TO GATHER GOLD 
• In groups of at least 3 and no more than 5 citizens, led by one Earl (leader), you may leave your 

team’s fortress in hopes of finding gold.  
• There will be gold spread out within the playing field (all around camp) 
• There will be four gold mines around the town of York. All four will be labeled on the map. When 

you arrive at a gold mine, you may have to complete a task to receive gold from the head miner. 
The tasks will get progressively harder as time passes. Put your gold in your Earl’s bag. 

HOW TO STEAL OTHERS’ GOLD 
• If one group of citizens wants to steal gold from another township’s group, the Earl of the group 

must call out “Battle __The other Earl’s name__”. For example, Nina might call out “Battle Nigel”- 
then Nina and Nigel’s groups battle.  

• A battle is when the two groups throw “rocks” (sponges) at each other. If a citizen is hit by a 
sponge, sit down.  

• The battle ends when all citizens of one group in the battle have been hit.  
• The winning team steals all of the other group’s gold.  
• A three-way battle is possible if it is initiated in the beginning. The Earl of one team must say 

“Battle __________ and _________”. For example, Nin might call out “Battle Nigel and Eli” and then all 
three groups battle. The winning team gets all of the gold in the other teams’ bags. 

• Two of the groups in a three-way battle CAN be from the same townships 
• A third group cannot join a battle that has already begun, or attack a team immediately following 

a battle. 

WHERE TO BRING YOUR GOLD 
• You may deposit your gold at the bank anytime throughout the game. 

HOW THE GAME ENDS 
• The game will end at 8:45PM, at which time the Princes will count their gold. 
• The game will end with the announcement of the winning township and the annunciation of the 

new King.


